Abstract. As many metadata are encoded in XML, and many digital libraries need to manage XML documents, efficient techniques for searching in such formatted data are required. In order to efficiently process path expressions with wildcards on XML data, a new path index is proposed. Extensive evaluation confirms better performance with respect to other techniques proposed in the literature. An extension of the proposed technique to deal with the content of XML documents in addition to their structure is also discussed.
Introduction
Efficient management of metadata is an important issue in Digital Library systems. Simple flat solutions to metadata collections such as the Dublin Core cannot be applied to complex metadata models requested by advanced multimedia digital libraries. These complex metadata models often include nested structures, hierarchies, multiple views, and semistructured information, which cannot efficiently be handled by techniques based on a simple term inversion or by application of the relational databases. Instead, efficient technology for the management of such data should be developed.
Recently, several interesting trends to processing complex metadata by means of XML structures have been observed. Specifically, new generation digital libraries, such as ECHO [1] or OpenDlib [5] , have chosen to encode their supported metadata with XML. Recent standards, for instance the MPEG-7 [8] , require to encode metadata in XML. Moreover, some digital libraries consider XML documents as their native format of documents.
The obvious advantage of encoding metadata in XML is that they can easily be exported and imported. They can also be easily read by human user in their raw format. In addition to the documents' content, XML documents contain explicit information on their structures. However, efficient management of large XML document repositories is still a challenge. Searching for information in an XML document repository involves checking structural relationships in addition to content predicates, and the process of finding structural relationships has been recognized as the most critical for achieving the global efficiency. Several XML query languages, as for instance XPath [6] and XQuery [7] , are based on the use of path expressions containing optional wildcards. This poses a new problem, given that traditional query processing approaches have been proven not to be efficient in this case.
The aim of this paper is to propose a path index, that is an index structure to support evaluation of containment relationships for XML searching. The proposed index is able to efficiently process path expressions even in the presence of wildcards, and experiments have shown an evident superiority of our technique with respect to other approaches. An extension of the path index to deal with the content of elements or the value of attributes is also discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the basic concepts, and Section 3 presents the idea of the path index. Section 4 discusses how the path index can be extended to also deal with content. Section 5 presents a comparative evaluation of the proposed technique. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries
In this section we briefly discuss some general concepts, necessary for the rest of the paper. We first introduce the inverted index as an access structure typically used for efficient text document retrieval. Then, we survey a technique for processing partially specified query terms.
Inverted Index
Efficient text retrieval is typically supported by the use of an inverted index [9] . This index structure associates terms, contained in text documents, with items describing their occurrence. An item can be just a reference to a text document containing the term or it might contain additional information, such as the location of the term in the text or the term frequency. An inverted index consists of two main components: a set of inverted file entries or posting lists, each containing a list of items corresponding to the associated term; and a search structure that maps terms to the corresponding posting lists. The set of terms indexed by the search structure, that is the set of terms contained in the whole text collection, is called the lexicon.
In order to search for text documents containing a specific term, the search structure is used first to obtain the posting list. Then the posting list is used to get the qualifying items.
Partially Specified Query Terms
A technique for processing partially specified query terms (queries with wildcards) in text databases was proposed in [3] . This technique is based on the construction of a rotated (or permuted) lexicon, consisting of all possible rotations of all terms in the original lexicon.
Let us suppose that our original lexicon includes the term apple. The rotated lexicon will contain the terms appleˆ, ppleˆa, pleˆap, leˆapp, eˆappl, apple, whereˆis used as the string terminating character. The rotated lexicon is alphabetically ordered by using the sort sequenceˆ, a,b,c,... and it is inserted in an inverted index using a search structure that maintains the rotated lexicon ordered. This can be obtained, for instance, by using a B + -Tree. Rotated versions of all terms in the original lexicon are mapped to the posting list associated with the original term.
By using the ordered rotated lexicon, query patterns A, *A, A*B, A*, and *A* (A, and B are sub-terms that compose the entire query term, and * is the wildcard) can be processed by transforming the query according to the following transformation rules: I) A transforms toˆA; II) *A transforms to Aˆ*; III) A*B transforms to BˆA*; IV) A* transforms toˆA*; V) *A* transforms to A*.
Then the transformed query terms are used to search in the rotated lexicon. For example, suppose that our original lexicon contains apple, aisle, appeal, employ, staple. Figure 1 shows the obtained rotated lexicon, ordered alphabetically. Now consider the following queries: apple, *ple, app*, *pl*, and a*le. Figure 1 also shows how they are transformed and how the transformed query terms are matched against the rotated lexicon. For instance, the query *pl* is transformed into pl*, that matches the entries pleˆap, pleˆsta, ployˆem corresponding to the terms apple, staple, employ of the original lexicon.
A drawback of this technique is the memory overhead due to the rotation. In fact, an average memory overhead observed in [12] is about 250%. A memory reducing variant of this method is discussed in [2] . The memory overhead is reduced by representing the rotated lexicon as an array of pointers, one for each position in the original lexicon. This array of pointers is sorted accordingly to the rotated form of each term. By using this technique, [12] reports the memory overhead of about 30%.
Rotated Path Index
Wildcards are also frequently used in XPath expressions. In many systems these expressions are processed by multiple containment joins [11, 4] , which can be very inefficient in case of long paths or element names with many occurrences. We propose an alternative approach that exploits the rotated lexicon technique. In this way, typical XPath expressions, containing wildcards, are processed efficiently even in presence of long paths and high frequency of element names.
An XML document can be seen as a flat representation of a tree structure. For example, see Figure 2 for a portion of an XML document and its tree representation. In the figure, white nodes represent XML elements, and black nodes represent the XML content. Additional node types can be used to represent elements' attributes -in our example we omit them for the sake of simplicity. To identify specific elements in an XML document, nodes of the tree are also associated with a unique identifier, which we call element instance identifier, assigned with a preorder visit to the tree. In the remainder of this paper, XML document of Figure 2 and the corresponding tree representation will be used as a running example to explain the technique that we propose.
A simple possibility of indexing the structure of XML documents is to use an inverted index to associate each pathname, appearing in an XML document, with the list of its occurrences. For instance, in our example, the path /people/person/address is associated with a posting list containing element instance identifiers 8 and 16. This approach has some similarity to text indexing, considering that the paths play the role of terms and the names of elements play the role of characters. In text retrieval systems, each term is associated with the list of its occurrences. Here each path is associated with the list of elements that can be reached following the path. By analogy to the terminology used in text retrieval systems, we call path lexicon and element lexicon, respectively, the set of pathnames and the set of element names occurring in an XML document repository.
By exploiting this analogy, our proposal is to use the rotated lexicon technique from Section 2.2 to build a rotated path lexicon. In this way, we are able to efficiently process common path expressions containing wildcards, with no need of containment joins. We call the rotated path a path generated through the rotation. Note that names of attributes can also be indexed by using this technique. In fact, they can be considered as children of the corresponding elements and XPath uses two different types of wildcards. One is // and stands for any descendent element or self (that is 0 or more optional steps). The other is * and stands for exactly one element 1 (that is exactly one step). Let P , P 1, and P 2, be pure path expressions, that is path expressions containing just a sequence of element (and attribute) names, with no wildcards, and predicates. In addition to pure path expressions, the rotated path lexicon allows processing the following path expressions containing wildcards: //P , P 1//P 2, P //, and //P // 2 . This is obtained by using the query translation rules discussed in Section 2.2.
With a small additional computational effort, we can also process paths *P , P 1*P 2, P *, and *P *. The idea is to use again the query translation rules and filter out paths whose length is not equal to the length of the query path. Other generic XPath expressions can be processed by decomposing them in sub-expressions, consistent with the patterns described above, and combining the obtained results through containment joins.
To reduce the storage space required for the rotated path lexicon, each element name is encoded by an unique identifier (not to be confused with element instance identifiers introduced before) implemented, for instance, as an integer. Thus, pathnames are represented as encoded pathnames consisting of sequences of encoded elements, instead of strings. A specific identifier is reserved for the path terminating element. The number of entries in the rotated path lexicon is #P L × (avg P L len), where #P L is the cardinality of the path lexicon and avg P L len is the average length of paths in the path lexicon, including the ter- minating element. In our example #P L is 6, avg P L len is 3.83, so the number of entries in the rotated path lexicon is 23. Note that the number of element instances affects only the size of posting lists. To illustrate, Figure 3 shows the element lexicon, the path lexicon, and the rotated path lexicon, obtained from our example, along with their respective encoding. The posting list, associated with each pathname in the example, is also shown.
Example. Suppose the XPath expression //person/name//. The element name identifiers associated with person and name are 2 and 3, respectively, and the encoded query is //2/3//. According to the query translation rules, this query is processed by searching the rotated lexicon for /2/3//. Rotated paths that qualify for this query are /2/3/0/1, /2/3/4/0/1, and /2/3/5/0/1, corresponding to path names /people/person/name, /people/person/name/fn, and /people/person /name/ln. By merging their posting lists, we decide elements relevant to this XPath expression as those associated with the element instance identifiers {3, 4, 6, 11, 12, 14}.
Indexing XML Data Structures and Their Content
Suppose the XPath expression /people//name[fn="Bill"]/fn. This returns all fn elements that are children of a name element, and that are descendants of a people root element, whose content is exactly the string Bill. To process this query, content predicates, in addition to structural relationships, should be separately verified. This can be inefficient since either the access to the document, in case of non indexed content, or additional containment joins, in case of indexed content, are required. However, the rotated path index technique can be extended in such a way that content predicates and structural relationships can be handled simultaneously. In the following, two different implementation directions are discussed.
Structure+Content Queries by Extending the Path Index
Content of an element can be seen as a special child of the element so it can also be included as last element of a path. We add a special character < 3 in front of the content string to distinguish it from name of elements and attributes. For instance, Bill will be <Bill, and the path from the root to the content is /people/person/name/fn/<Bill. In Section 3, we proposed a similar technique to index names of attributes.
Suppose P/<cont is a pathname, where cont is the content and P the path from the root. The posting list associated with P/<cont (and its rotations) contains the list of elements reachable via P that have content cont. This is a subset of the posting list associated with P .
Of course, it does not make sense to index content of all elements and attributes. The database administrator can decide, tacking into account performance issues, which elements and attributes should have their content indexed.
Suppose in our example that we decide to index the content of elements fn. In this case, pathnames /people/person/name/fn/<Bill and /people/person/na me/fn/<John are added to the path lexicon. The rotated path lexicon is also updated with the corresponding rotated paths. The corresponding posting lists are {4} and {12}. Note that in this example the posting lists contain just one element. However, if several persons whose first name is Bill occur, the corresponding posting lists would be larger.
By using this extension, our original XPath expression can simply be processed by a single access to the path index as:
and we are able to process XPath expressions that contain equality predicates on specific elements or attributes, with just one access to the path index.
Structure+Content Queries by Indexing Posting Lists
Another possibility to support efficient processing of path expressions with predicates on content is to organize the element instance identifiers of posting lists by using specific access methods. For instance, each posting lists corresponding to frequently searched elements can be indexed with a different B + -Tree that uses content of elements as keys. This implies that elements satisfying a predicate can be efficiently retrieved from these posting lists. This idea is illustrated in Figure 4 . In this approach, a path expression can be processed in two steps. First, the path index is searched to find the posting lists satisfying the structural part. Then, the obtained indexed posting lists are searched through the associated access method, using the content predicate. Posting lists that are not indexed should be searched checking the content of each element.
Our query example /people//name[fn="Bill"]/fn can be processed with just two index accesses as:
where we suppose that the posting list R 1 associated with /people/person/na me/fn is indexed with a B + -Tree, so it can be searched as a content index. The advantage of this technique is that all predicates supported by the access method used to index the posting list, such as <, >, ≤, ≥, and =, in case of B + -Tree, can be processed efficiently.
Experiments
The path index was implemented by using BerkeleyDB. Specifically, the search structure was implemented as a B + -tree with multiple keys, so posting lists are automatically managed by BerkeleyDB. Elements in posting lists contain, in addition to the element instance identifier, the start and the end position of the corresponding element -start and end positions are, respectively, the positions of the start and the end tags of elements in XML documents. In this way, containment joins can still be used to process queries that are not compliant to the supported path expressions. Table 1 . Number of files, occurrences of specific elements, and total number of elements in the three generated datasets. We compared our path index with the containment join according to the implementation from [11] . Accordingly, an Element Index was used that associates each element with its (start,end) position and the containment join was implemented as the Multi Predicate MerGe JoiN (MPMGJN). The element index was developed as a B + -tree with multiple keys in BerkeleyDB.
Small Dataset Medium Dataset Large Dataset
Retrieval of the posting list associated with a key (a rotated path in case of the path index, an element name in case of the element index) was implemented with the bulk retrieval functionality, provided by the BerkeleyDB. Everything was implemented in Java, JDK 1.4.0 and run on a PC with a 1800 GHz Intel pentium 4, 512 Mb main memory, EIDE disk, running Windows 2000 Professional edition with NT file system (NTFS).
We have used a benchmark from XBench [10] to run our experiments. Specifically we have used the Text Centric Multiple Documents (TC/MD) benchmark whose Schema diagram is shown in Figure 5 . This benchmark simulates a repository of text documents similar to the Reuters news corpus or the Springer Digital library. It consists of numerous relatively small text-centric documents with explicit structure description, looseness of schema and possibly recursive elements. We have modified the XBench Perl scripts to be able to control the number of generated XML files. Then, we have generated three different datasets with increasing size, to test the scalability of the path index with increasing number of elements. Statistics of the three generated datasets can be seen in Table 1 .
We have run the experiments using various path expressions based on the query patterns supported by the path index. We have coded query names as Q<p><l>, where <p> takes values between 1 and 4, in correspondence of the query pattern tested, <l> indicates the length of the path expression, in terms of number of element names, and can be L(ong) or S(hort). Table 2 details the test queries, while the number of occurrences in the datatses of the element names that we have used in the queries is reported in Table 1 . We have processed Q1<l> and Q2<l> both with path index and containment join. The other queries, Q3<l> and Q4<l>, were only processed with the path index, since processing them with the containment join only is not possible. Performance comparison between path index and containement join is shown in Table 3 were the processing time, expressed in milliseconds, and the number of elements retrieved by each query is reported. Processing time includes access to the path index and retrieval of the posting lists. In case of containment join, processing time includes access to the element index and execution of the join algorithm (which also include retrieval of the needed posting lists).
The experiments we have performed have shown an evident superiority of the path index with respect to the containment join. The difference in performance can be justified by observing that the dominant cost is due to the retrieval of the posting lists. In fact, the cost of accessing the search structures is negligible. However, while in case of the path index just the final posting lists should be retrieved, the containment join has to retrieve a posting list for each element name specified in the path expressions, in order to join them. Thus as expected, performance of the path index is practically independent on the length of the path expression, while performance of the containment join degrades with longer path expressions. This is evident when the size of the intermediate posting lists, corresponding to the number of occurrences of the intermediate element names specified in the query, is large. The path index does not need to access these huge posting lists since it directly accesses the posting lists associated with entire paths that match the query. As a consequence, the path index has also the property of better scaling when the number of XML elements, and consequently the size of posting lists associated with elements names, increase. In our experiments, this is particularly evident for queries Q1L, Q2L, and Q1S, where, using the large dataset, performance of the containment join becomes more than one order of magnitude worse than the path index.
Conclusions
We have proposed a path index that supports efficient processing of typical path expressions containing wildcards. The proposed index structure can be easily extended to also support path expressions containing content predicates in addition to constraints on structural relationships. Extensive evaluations have demonstrated the superiority of our approach to the previously proposed techniques.
